OVERVIEW FACTSHEET
Data lineage visualised:
Gain a trusted 360 view of your organisation’s data flows
Create and analyse a visual representation of the connections that define and drive your organisation through collaborative
knowledge-sharing within one centrally-managed solution.

Solidatus solves the critical data challenges faced by organisations globally by
delivering transparency and trust in their data.

Why Solidatus
• The fastest time to value and
greatest ROI
Solidatus is the fastest to install
and implement with easy adoption and proven efficiency savings of up to 90%.

Solidatus enables organisations to rapidly discover and map their data landscape
through its world-leading visualisation of lineage, together with the technical and
business metadata that informs and contextualises that lineage.

Solidatus' world-leading data lineage tool helps organisations:
Regulate
Data lineage demonstrates how organisations achieve results, with regulators
highlighting how data lineage is necessary for transparency and to establish
confidence in data governance.

Transform
Where many systems are involved across multiple departments in
transformational projects, lineage can play a pivotal role in mitigating risk and
assessing impacts.

Optimise
With data lineage, you can have visibility of all organisational systems
and data flows, making it easy to identify redundancies and improve
operational efficiencies.

Govern
Data governance is the management and control of data where usage,
accuracy and integrity of data assets is monitored. To achieve confidence in
governance, you need data lineage.

• Fully audited and
comprehensive change
management
Reduce migration risks and
costs with the ability to have all
changes seen in context and
auditable, giving confidence to
regulators.
• Business knowledge
acquisition
Business knowledge combined
with data lineage enables faster
identification of correct data, impact analysis, and gaps in report
coverage, meaning organisations
can trust their data and ultimately
make better decisions.
• Automate and collaborate to
accelerate
Federate data lineage to system
owners, automate using connectors, integrate proprietary
systems with our open API to
deliver technical and business
level insights on end-to-end critical data element flows.
• Leverage existing technology
Technology-agnostic — we provide a hybrid approach to model
both contemporary and legacy
technology, enabling targeted,
cost-effective improvement of
your organisation’s systems
estate.
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Solidatus data lineage in action

Financial Services case study

Pharmaceutical case study

Solidatus: The modern data management tool for
risk data and reporting

Solidatus: Award-winning tool for visualising and
understanding complex data landscapes

A global investment bank used Solidatus to visualise
their data lineage and rapidly assess their exposure to
risks related to the BCBS 239 regulatory requirements.

A global pharmaceutical company used Solidatus to
create a single source of truth, improving transparency
of interactions and leveraging their existing data to gain
comprehensive insights for improvements and establish
a road map into the future.

Read the full case study

Read the full case study

Fast, flexible and enterprise ready
Efficiently map, manage and monetise key data assets with our cutting-edge unique temporal graph database technology.

Rapidly build lineage

Intuitive, simple-to-use interface means a short learning
curve for all levels of business. Quick and easy deployment
either on-premise or in the cloud.

Flexible, customisable, extendible
Flexible enough to solve multiple organisational data
challenges, customisable to suit your business needs and
extendable to offer customer developed enhancements.

Import data from other systems using data connectors, data
import facility or our open API. Immediately start modelling
and quickly identify where additional discovery is required.

Enterprise scale and performance
Visualise millions of data points and flows while remaining
operationally performant and functional with our performancetuned, enterprise-ready, browser-based UI.

About Solidatus

Request a demo

Award-winning Solidatus is empowering enterprises globally to accelerate their understanding and optimisation of their data
and organisational processes. The Solidatus methodology for digitally transforming organisations to be data-centric and
lineage-enabled is changing how businesses discover, document, map and manage their data.
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